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How well
prepared are we

for legislation and
policy that

enables this
integration and

adaption of
industries for the

future?

How does
seaweed differ

from the methane
vaccine in

reducing methane
from ruminants?

Should farm
business be
selling their

carbon offsets or
will they need to

keep these
against their own

emissions in
future?

When will we
have a global
accounting

methodology?

What impact is
continent drift
having from

changes in the
geodatum that

Australia is
moving

northward?

Does the NFF
goal of

maintaining the
total farmed area
at the 2018 levels

include carbon
farming? i.e. tree
plantings or farm

forestry.

Interested to hear
more on

managing rumen
to be a low

methane organ, is
that anything to

do with energy to
protein ratio?

What is the basic
difference
between

voluntary carbon
markets and the

emissions
reduction fund in

Australia? 

Audience questions
for keynote
speakers
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Are legumes key
to increasing soil

carbon in our
farming systems?

Beyond
monetising C
sequestration,

why else should I
be looking to
build carbon?

How expensive
are these soil
carbon tests? Are there any new

technolgoies or
apps that you feel

benefit the
measuring of soil

carbon?

Will leaving your
dry soil sample
for a week or
more out of a
fridge before

sending to lab
affect the

measurement?

What is the best
way of testing soil
for carbon in SA if

you did want to
be ERF ready?

How could I use
organic

amendments to
build carbon? 

Audience questions
for keynote
speakers
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How do sampling
and measurement
protocols for soil

carbon differ
between

broadacre and
perennial crops
like vines and

trees
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What have been the
most effective ways

to engage other
farmers in the

climate change
discussion?

Do you have a long
term plan to

manage predicited
impacts of the

climate? if so what
does the plan look

like?

Do you think that
carbon farming
options on your

farm will be
profitable in the
short to medium

term?

Do you have an
understanding of
the carbon budget
associated with

creating biochar?
Did you consider
wood chipping

instead of biochar -
would also see
fungal levels

increase?

Are you able to
quantify the impact

you've had at
Pannell in terms of
environment gains?

What are main
sources of 

 information you
use to inform you

on options to
manage the

impacts of climate
change into the

future?

How are you
actually measuring
carbon on farm -

samples per
hectare and how

frequently? 

Audience questions
for farmer panel

speakers
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neutral satisfied very satisfied

Please rate your satisfaction with the presenters

0% 20% 40% 60%

Pre Morning Tea 

Pre Lunch 

Post Breakouts 
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Pre Morning Tea Pre Lunch Post Breakout

100% 

75% 

50% 

25% 

0% 

Please rate the quality of the content

low neutral very highvery low high
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Overall, how satisfied were you
with the event?

33% Satisfied 66% Very Satisfied
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As a result of this forum, how would
you rate your understanding of the
farming pathway to carbon neutral?

 

Neutral18%

63%

19%

Informed

Very Informed
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Would you like to continue the journey
towards carbon neutral with future

support from the farming group
networks?
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What were your favourite
moments?

Opening Plenary
Sessions were

great!

Breakout Sessions

Getting a better
understanding of

soil carbon

Q & A Sessions

All good!

Farmer
experiences

 

Opening Plenary
Sessions were

great!

Richard Eckard's presentation was my 
standout in terms of producer friendly info. 
Steve Wiedemann had some great info. 
Tom Grant did a great job presenting 

about the olives. 
 

One of the best online
forums I've attended in
terms of organisation,
flow & presentations.
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"Well done to all for pulling off the seemless virtual event and for the 

Really well done. Great job Belinda!
Great work putting together a virtual event at such late notice. Certainly 

Thanks very much, a really interesting and valuable event
I think you did a really good job to get it up as an online event so quickly 

Thank you and well done and Belinda, you did an amazing job as MC and 

Great platform, prefer this as a delivery model for information gathering
Great line up of speakers and delivery was of high quality especially  

       quality of presentations

       the best virtual forum I have participated in so far!

       and smoothly - well done!

       well done also to Kerry and team behind the scenes, massive effort!

       given the short change from in-person to online. Looking forward to the next 
       one being in person and the opportunity to network!"
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